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Cycle 2 - Passing & Receiving - Session 5

Organisation - 4 players 2 balls, 3 players start as servers 1
player working in the middle.
1st server passes to the working player who receives and plays
to the server without a ball. As the first ball is being played out
the 2nd server plays the ball to the working player who again
receives and plays out to the server without the ball. Working
player works for 2 mins then swaps.
Working player should always be on their toes ready to receive.
Servers are just as important and should focus on quality of
pass.
P = 1st ball is on the ground the second is in the air for the
player to receive and then play out.

Passing drill - 2 balls 4 players (15 mins)

Organisation - Split players into groups of 3, 2 players on the
outside 1 player working in the middle.Player in the middle to
work on creating space to receive on the back foot to play
forward. Servers pass with pace and accuracy, On the
progression work it out and think of timing of movement.
P = Side players rotate with other groups end players when time
is right.
Learning Objectives Individual - Body position to receive, First
touch, Passing, Timing of rotation.
Coaching Styles Used - Demo
Technical - First touch ( forwards ), Passing ( weight & accuracy
)
Physical - Turning , movement to receive
Social - Communication ( rotation )
Psychological - Decision making.

3's - Receiving to play forward (15 mins)

Organisation - 4 attackers against 1 defender. 3 players work
on the outside with a 1v1 in the middle. Attacker receives off 1
player from the outisde and plays out to another player on the
outside.
Receiving under pressure - what now changes ?
Angles to receive pass
First touch - into space ? Close ?
Players on outside to always move along line
Team - Keep ball moving all the time
If player in the middle is struggling to find space to receive allow
attackers to play to another on outside to keep the defender
moving.
Can you receive in a position to see the passer and the player
you will play to next ?
Can you beat the defender in the middle to play out ?

Triangle Passing & Receiving (20 mins)



Organisation - 20x20 square which is then split into 4 10x10
smaller squares. 2 teams of 4 players with 1 magic man.
Players begin by being locked into their square only the magic
man can move into any square and supports the team in
possession.
Team score a point by 5 successful passes.
Players should be encouraged to always be alive and be in
support of the player on the ball. " Can the ball see you ? "
Use changes of speed and direction to lose the defender in your
square.
Win your 1v1 battle.
- Body shape to receieve
- Touch into space / Away from the defender
- Movement ( Create space for a teammate )

4v4 + 1 possession game (20 mins)

Organisation - Pitch must have a clear halfway line, split into 2
equal teams. 1 team plays as Barca ( Possession ) the other as
Bayern ( Counter Attack ). Normal game with the following
conditions.
1. Barca - to score they have to have every player in the
oppositions half and must complete 5 passes before attempting
to score.
2. Bayern - must have 2 target players in the opposition half at
all times, score by remaining players winning the ball back and
playing into target men and scoring in the goal. Once ball is
played into target men all other players can go into that half.
Play 4 x 5 min games swapping each team and player roles.
P = Target players can not score but have to combine and wait
to set up a player doing a forward run.
Can Barca use their overload advantage to keep possession
and score a goal ?
Can Bayern counter attack quickly and punish Barca for not
being organised ?

Barca vs Bayern - SSG (20 mins)
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